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Oil falls as investors assess chances of output freeze
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USPA NEWS - Oil falls as investors assess chances of output freeze.
Oil fell for the first time in a week on Wednesday, but remained in sight of six-week highs, as investors weighed up how successful
potential talks among producers.

 By Amanda Cooper | LONDON
Oil fell for the first time in a week on Wednesday, but remained in sight of six-week highs, as investors weighed up how successful
potential talks among producers to rein in ballooning oversupply would be.
Brent crude futures LCOc1 were down 55 cents at $48.68 a barrel at 0840 GMT (4.40 a.m. ET), while U.S. West Texas Intermediate
(WTI) crude CLc1 was at $46.13 a barrel, down 45 cents on the day.
Prices have risen by nearly 20 percent in just two weeks to their highest since early July, after speculation surfaced that top producers
within and outside of OPEC could finally reach a deal on freezing output.
"The market is totally dominated by short speculators facing OPEC talk," SEB commodities strategist Bjarne Schieldrop said.
"The 'pain trade' is probably still to the upside. And now we are a dollar away from $50 so it seems almost unavoidable that we´re at
least going to take that (level) out," he said.
The fight for market share among some OPEC producers has made market watchers doubtful that talks to rein in oversupply by
freezing output levels would be successful.
"Given the dismal track record when it comes to recent producer cooperation, we are not holding our breath for an eventual freeze in
output and even less so for a much-needed reduction in production to help re-balance the oil market," French bank BNP Paribas said
in a note.
An OPEC meeting in June failed to reach an agreement to limit production, and the group's output has since reached new record
highs.

A Reuters survey at the end of July showed OPEC's oil output was likely to have reached its highest in recent history last month, led by
increases in Iraq and as Nigeria managed to export additional crude despite militant attacks on oil installations. [OPEC/O]
Production was expected to have touched 33.41 million barrels per day, up from 32.01 million bpd in a Reuters survey a year earlier.
That said, Angola's crude oil exports are set to fall by 366,000 bpd in October to a 10-year low of 1.43 million bpd as a key grade
enters maintenance, a provisional loading program showed on Tuesday.
Traders said weekly U.S. EIA oil inventory data due on Wednesday could show the glut in crude and oil products supplies had
widened and this expectation may have triggered Wednesday's profit-taking.
(Additional reporting by Henning Gloystein in Singapore; editing by Jason Neely)
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